
A concert spanning wide 

The concert in the cathedral on Thursday evening spanned an unusual length of time: from the 

English composer William Byrd (1540.1623) to Nikolaj Mjaskovsky in the Soviet Union (1881-1950). 

And between these two, Bach and Elgar. 

Byrd almost totally dominated English music in the second half of the 16th century, and was unusually 

productive. His clerical music is characterized by grief, despair, and the hope of God’s compassion. 

Nine singers in four voices 

In the  mass with four voices that opened the concert on Thursday evening, we heard nine singers 

from The Choir of Trinity Wall Street, New York. The vocal sound of the choir in the church was 

effective and beautiful. The singers were well balanced, in spite of the fact that one of them 

occasionally erred. The cathedral is well suited to this type of vocal music. 

On the Continent, Elgar has until recently been considered as a typical English composer, 

conservative, too held back and controlled. The cello concerto and the Enigma variations were 

always the exception. But today, this view has changed. Conductors such as Daniel Barenboim see an 

unmistakable drive in his two symphonies. 

On Thursday, we heard his Introduction and allegro for string quartet and chamber orchestra, a 

strange combination. But the festival ensemble, where we especially noticed Adrian Brendel’s 

excellent cello playing, unfolded a wide radius of expression, and with refined and detailed 

instrumentation. 

It also provided space for the numerous imaginative whims in a work that it is difficult to  become 

involved in. 

Mjaskovky 

With the dark and pensive basic tone of his music, Mjaskovsky gradually came to have many 

problems with Soviet criticism. However, the cello sonata was written in his younger days. Thedeen 

and Gil played the first movement singably and beautifully, emphasizing the intensity in the 

expression. This was an excellent collaboration, in a work where the well-known Slav melancholy 

does not apply. 

Bjøranger and Tellefsen 

The double concerto in D minor belongs to Bach’s most popular works, with the famous Largo as the 

high point. Here, the two solo violins are equal, and Jan Bjøranger and Arve Tellefsen knew how to 

respect this. 

This year’s festival ensemble, a mix of young talented and established musicians, played impressively 

well. Even if it was not without problems in the fast and energetic last movement, there was more 

calmness and singable, long bow spans in the Largo. 

And in the midst of the ensemble stood 80-year old Tellefsen with his talent for musical 

communication and his mild smile to the young musicians. 



String quartet on a high level 

The lunch concert on Friday hit chamber music in its very heart: the string quartet 

Numerous composers played out their interest in experimenting in this genre, among them 

Beethoven. At the same time, the quartet (together with the trio and the quintet) is a music form 

where the communication between the musicians is at its most intensive, through looks and body 

movements. Oslo String Quartet demonstrated this fully. 

Traces of Webern’s life 

It started with Anton Webern’s marvelously beautiful Slow movement for string quartet. This was 

written in 1905, so an early work, and has traces of Webern’s own life. At this time, he fell in love 

with his cousin Wilhelmine, who later became his wife. Oslo String Quartet played this work with its 

full content of peace, which then rises in intensity to end with a strong high point, full of longing. And 

at the end, the music disappears in the distance. It would have been interesting to hear Oslo String 

Quartet in a work that Webern wrote four years later, Five movements op. 5. Because this is a totally 

different Webern speaking: extremely concentrated in form, with dissonances that liberate 

expression and seem to explode it. But this will have to wait for another time! 

Electrifying 

The experience was no less strong in Mendelssohn’s string quartet no 3 in D major. The fast opening 

movement opened in an electrifying way, the andante was, as is indicated , expressive but moved. 

Mendelssohn has wrongly been characterized as a superficial composer, a view caused by Wagner’s 

anti-Semitism. Although Mendelssohn composed easily – only Mozart can be compared with him in 

this respect – he lacks no depth, melodic intensity or the delightfully melodious. Oslo String Quartet’s 

interpretation of the quartet was fully up to the best I have ever heard. Mendelssohn’s light, and way 

of opening up, were there in all the movements. In the fast concluding movement, the music 

sparkled. And this is how it should be. For the tempo, which can be sufficiently difficult in itself, is 

coupled with intensity. 

Between these works for string quartet we heard Arne Nordheim’s Brudd, with our eminent viola 

player Lars Anders Tomter. This was an interpretation that stimulated visual energy: full of scratches, 

tears and fissures, but in no way formless. 


